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SUMMARY

The bacterial Mfd ATPase is increasingly recognized
as a general transcription factor that participates in
the resolution of transcription conflicts with other
processes/roadblocks. This function stems from
Mfd’s ability to preferentially act on stalled RNA poly-
merases (RNAPs). However, themechanism underly-
ing this preference and the subsequent coordination
between Mfd and RNAP have remained elusive.
Here, using a novel real-time translocase assay, we
unexpectedly discovered that Mfd translocates
autonomously on DNA. The speed and processivity
of Mfd dictate a ‘‘release and catch-up’’ mechanism
to efficiently patrol DNA for frequently stalled RNAPs.
Furthermore, we showed that Mfd prevents RNAP
backtracking or rescues a severely backtracked
RNAP, allowing RNAP to overcome stronger obsta-
cles. However, if an obstacle’s resistance is exces-
sive, Mfd dissociates the RNAP, clearing the DNA
for other processes. These findings demonstrate a
remarkably delicate coordination between Mfd and
RNAP, allowing efficient targeting and recycling of
Mfd and expedient conflict resolution.

INTRODUCTION

Cellular processes often occur concurrently on chromosomes,

and this crowded environment inevitably creates adverse condi-

tions that must be timely resolved to ensure genome integrity

and cellular viability (Garcı́a-Muse and Aguilera, 2016). In partic-

ular, fundamental processes that occur along DNA, such as tran-

scription and replication, commonly encounter obstacles or

‘‘roadblocks,’’ which may impede progress and ultimately result

in mutations, DNA damage, or both. Thus, spatial and temporal

coordination of cellular machineries can have far-reaching

consequences.
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In bacteria, the mutation frequency decline (Mfd) protein is

widely recognized for contributing to transcriptional roadblock

resolution. Mfd is best known for its recognition and displace-

ment of a stalled RNA polymerase (RNAP) in transcription

coupled repair (TCR) (Adebali et al., 2017; Selby and Sancar,

1993a). However, there is growing evidence that Mfd has

broader roles in resolving roadblocks encountered by RNAP

well beyond TCR (Deaconescu et al., 2012; Deaconescu and

Suhanovsky, 2017; Selby, 2017). Many different types of road-

blocks can stall RNAP, including DNA lesions that are not targets

of TCR (Smith and Savery, 2008), protein or protein complexes

bound in front of the RNAP (Belitsky and Sonenshein, 2011;

Zalieckas et al., 1998), or factors that interact with the RNA tran-

script to arrest RNAP (Mustaev et al., 2016). Mfd helps to resolve

these conflicts by facilitating transcription through these road-

blocks or terminating transcription. Recent studies have illumi-

nated the role of Mfd in transcription-replication collisions, which

are a major intrinsic cause of genome instability (Dutta et al.,

2011). These collisions are unavoidable because the transcrip-

tion and replication machineries share the same DNA template.

Mfd can facilitate the removal of RNAP ahead of a replication

fork in vitro, allowing replication to continue unimpeded (Pomer-

antz and O’Donnell, 2010), and to reduce double-stranded

breaks that may result from collisions in vivo (Dutta et al., 2011).

Despite the importance of Mfd in transcription, it is unclear

how Mfd targets a stalled transcription elongation complex

(TEC) (Proshkin and Mironov, 2016). In each E. coli, there are a

few thousand copies of RNAPs (Klumpp and Hwa, 2008; Shep-

herd et al., 2001), but only an estimated few hundred copies of

Mfd per cell (Kad and Van Houten, 2012; Selby and Sancar,

1993b, 1994). The scarcity of Mfd calls for efficient appropriation

of Mfd to stalled TECs. However, since a stalled TEC is expected

to haveminimal conformational changes from an elongating TEC

(Brueckner et al., 2007), it is not known how Mfd differentiates

between these two types of TECs. Even after an Mfd locates a

stalled TEC, there remains little mechanistic understanding of

how Mfd coordinates with RNAP and resolves obstacles.

Here, we unexpectedly discovered that Mfd can translocate

on its own using novel real-time translocase tracking assays.
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Figure 1. Mfd Translocates along DNA on

Its Own

(A) The DNA ‘‘unzipping tracker’’ assay was used to

monitor the translocation of Mfd away from the fork

(top panel) and toward the fork (bottom panel) in real

time under a constant unzipping force of 18 pN in

2 mM ATP. Multiple real-time tracking traces from

different Mfd molecules are shown, with their time

and location axes arbitrarily shifted. Each trace

starts when the unzipping fork encountered an Mfd

and ends when the Mfd dissociated from the DNA.

(B) A scatterplot of all traces for both translocation

directions (n = 101). Each trace yields a single data

point on this plot, with total distance of travel plotted

against total time of travel. The means and SEMs

are shown for each direction. See also Figure S1

and Table S2.
However, Mfd translocates with a slower speed and shorter

processivity than those of an elongating TEC.We further demon-

strate that these intrinsic motor properties of Mfd lead to a

remarkably delicate release and catch-up mechanism that

allows Mfd to localize to stalled RNAPs and resolve conflicts of

transcription at an obstacle.

RESULTS

Mfd Translocates on Its Own
We developed a highly sensitive, real-time assay designed to

track DNA translocases and applied it to Mfd. In the DNA ‘‘unzip-

ping tracker’’ assay (Figures 1A, S1A, and S1B; Table S1; STAR

Methods), a single double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule is

mechanically unzipped by an optical trap until the DNA fork rea-

ches a bound translocase. Subsequently, the two unzipped DNA

strands are held under a constant force (18 pN), which is

high enough to keep the DNA unzipped (mean unzipping

force �15 pN) but also low enough to minimally perturb the

translocase. If the translocasemoves away from the fork, dsDNA

is unzipped, whereas if the translocase moves toward the

fork, dsDNA is rezipped. In contrast to many previous single-

molecule tracking methods, this method does not require

tagging or anchoring of the translocase, which could affect the

activity and function of the motor protein. Furthermore, when

the unzipping force signature is used for sequence alignment

(Hall et al., 2009; Shundrovsky et al., 2006), the translocase

location may be pinpointed to near base-pair accuracy and

precision.

Using the unzipping tracker, we discovered that Mfd alone

translocates along DNA (Figure 1A). For a given measurement,

Mfd moved processively either away from the fork or toward

the fork and maintained its directionality during translocation,
before eventual dissociation from the

DNA. Analysis of multiple traces showed

that translocation away from the fork had

a mean speed of 7.2 ± 0.4 bp/s (mean ±

SEM) and a processivity of 200 ± 37 bp,

while translocation toward the fork had a

mean speed of 5.8 ± 0.2 bp/s and a proc-
essivity of 247 ± 47 bp (Figure 1B; Table S2). Mfd moving toward

the fork experienced a hindering force, whereas Mfd moving

away from the fork experienced an assisting force. Thus, the

similar speeds and processivities for both directions suggest

that the fork did not greatly influence Mfd activities. In addition,

for each direction of movement, the distributions of the distance

and time Mfd traveled before dissociation are well described by

exponential functions (Figure S1C), suggesting that Mfd dissoci-

ation from DNA is stochastic.

These results directly demonstrate that Mfd is a bona fide

autonomous translocase and its auto-inhibition function estab-

lished in bulk experiments (Smith et al., 2007) does not prevent

Mfd from translocating on naked DNA. The finding that Mfd

can independently translocate also opens up the possibility

that Mfd could locate a stalled RNAP by translocating on DNA

via directed one-dimensional (1-D) motion, providing an alterna-

tive to a 3-D search mechanism. Mfd translocation on naked

DNA allows it to broadly survey the bacterial genome for a TEC

target, while the short processivity of Mfd ensures that it quickly

gets off the DNA if a target is not promptly located. The 1-D and

3-D pathways together may allow Mfd to quickly target an

arrested RNAP and could help expedite DNA repair or roadblock

removal.

Mfd Releases from TEC upon Transcription Resumption
The ability of Mfd to translocate independently raises new ques-

tions about its coordination with an elongating TEC. In compar-

ison with a TEC, Mfd translocates with a lower speed and a

shorter processivity. A TEC moves at an overall speed of

�14 bp/s under our conditions and can transcribe many

thousands of base pairs without dissociation (Adelman et al.,

2002). In contrast, Mfd moves slower at �7 bp/s and can only

cover approximately 200 base pairs before dissociation. These
Cell 172, 344–357, January 11, 2018 345



differences impose significant constraints on how these two

motor proteins coordinate their translocations. Consider a situa-

tion where Mfd interacts with a TEC while the TEC starts to

actively elongate, which could occur when Mfd locates a stalled

TEC and brings the TEC into active elongation (Park et al., 2002).

What happens to the Mfd after the TEC starts to elongate? Does

the Mfd separate from the elongating TEC?

We therefore investigated whether Mfd releases from the TEC

upon transcription resumption. We directly mapped the loca-

tions of both Mfd and TEC using the ‘‘unzipping mapper’’ tech-

nique (Table S1; STAR Methods) (Brennan et al., 2016; Li et al.,

2015). Unlike the ‘‘unzipping tracker,’’ which operates under a

low force condition to minimize perturbation to a bound protein,

the ‘‘unzipping mapper’’ exerts forces large enough to rapidly

disrupt a bound protein and accurately locate the position of

that bound protein on DNA (Hall et al., 2009; Koch and Wang,

2003; Shundrovsky et al., 2006). Here, a force rise above the

naked DNA baseline indicates tightening of DNA base-pairing,

and a force drop below the baseline indicates weakening of

DNA base-pairing.

This experiment imposes stringent requirements on the mea-

surement time window due to the short translocation time of

Mfd (Figure 1). We therefore utilized a dual optical trap together

with a multi-channel laminar flow cell, which partitioned different

buffers using flow, permitting rapid and controlled access to

different buffer conditions (Figure S2A) (Forget and Kowalczy-

kowski, 2012). Here, a TEC was stalled by nucleotide starvation

at +20 on the trunk of an unzipping DNA fork template with its

transcription direction away from the DNA fork (Table S4), and

Mfd was either present or absent in the experiments (Fig-

ure S2B). In the presence of Mfd, Mfd was preloaded onto a

TEC at �36% efficiency (STAR Methods). The DNA molecule

was rapidly (�2 s) transported to an adjacent flow channel con-

taining all four nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) and no Mfd,

which permitted both transcription and Mfd translocation (Table

S2). After a specified time (Dt), the DNA was then rapidly unzip-

ped to map the locations of any bound proteins on the trunk

(Figure 2A, left diagram).

Figure 2A shows example traces at Dt = 11 ± 2 s. In the

absence of Mfd and presence of TEC translocation, traces with

bound proteins only showed a single force peak above the naked

DNA baseline, moving at a speed of 14 ± 4 bp/s (mean ±SD) (Fig-

ure S2C), consistent with TEC translocation alone. In the pres-

ence of both Mfd and TEC translocation, two types of traces

with bound protein(s) were observed. One type showed a single

force peak. These traces are consistent with TEC translocation

alone (when Mfd failed to preload or Mfd was preloaded but

dissociated from the DNA) or Mfd translocating with a TEC in

close vicinity. More informatively, the second type of trace dis-

played two force peaks. The leading force peak was consistent

with a TEC translocating independently at 14 ± 4 bp/s. The

trailing force peak was indicative of Mfd releasing from TEC

and then traveling independently in the same direction as the

TEC at 7 ± 2 bp/s.

These data clearly demonstrate that upon transcription

resumption, Mfd, which is initially bound to a TEC, releases

from the TEC and continues to translocate behind an elongating

TEC until dissociation from the DNA.
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Release and Catch-Up Mechanism of Mfd
The finding that upon transcription resumption, Mfd detaches

from the TEC and the two motors translocate independently

raises further questions about their coordination. Is the Mfd

able to catch up with the TEC if the TEC stalls again? That is,

can a single Mfd protein have multiple rounds of interactions

with the same TEC when the TEC pauses frequently during

transcription?

To answer these questions, we used an assay (Figure 2B)

requiring only a single optical trap (Table S1; STAR Methods)

and allowing for higher data throughput. In this assay, we first

loaded Mfd onto a stalled TEC. The loading efficiency was

�55% (Figure S3C), corresponding to the fraction of the TEC

that could be impacted by the Mfd. We then removed all free

Mfd proteins in solution by replacing the buffer with one contain-

ing no Mfd but all four NTPs. This buffer condition permitted

translocation of bothMfd (Table S2) and the TEC. OnceMfd sep-

arates from a TEC, Mfd may dissociate from DNA when the dis-

tance of its travel exceeds its processivity. Therefore, the effect

of Mfd on subsequent transcription should depend on the time of

exposure to all NTPs,Dt, which would correspond to a transcrip-

tion distance d, the distance between two stall positions. After a

specified time Dt, we replaced the buffer with one containing

only ATP for 8 min to stall transcription but still permit Mfd to

translocate. If Mfd was not able to catch up with the TEC, the

8 min ATP would ensure Mfd dissociation, and the TEC would

remain stalled. On the other hand, if Mfd was able to catch up

with the TEC, Mfd would disrupt the stalled TEC and remove it

from the stalled location. To determine whether these outcomes

could occur, we flushed out the ATP and used the ‘‘unzipping

mapper’’ to determine the locations of any bound proteins on

the DNA (Table S1) (Figures S3B and S3C).

For a given Dt, we detected two types of traces with their par-

titioning a function of Dt and thus the distance between stalls d

(Figure 2C). In one type, a bound protein was located at a posi-

tion consistent with a TEC having translocated and then stalled

(Figure 2C, green curve; Figure S2C). This fraction could be

due to an Mfd not being loaded onto the TEC initially, or an

Mfd dissociating before catching up with the TEC. The other

type showed naked DNA at the location where a stalled TEC

would be expected (Figure 2C, red curve). The fraction of these

traces above the no Mfd baseline was a result of the action of

Mfd (Figure 2D), consistent with TEC disruption by Mfd. We

found that this fraction follows an exponentially decaying depen-

dence on transcription distance d, with a characteristic distance

of 180 ± 30 bp (Figure 2D). Within measurement uncertainties,

this characteristic distance is in agreement withMfd’s processiv-

ity alone. The agreement between the two distances indicates

that once a TEC resumes elongation, Mfd separates from the

TEC and subsequently catches up to the TEC only if the distance

is within Mfd’s processivity.

These findings suggest a highly coordinated dynamic interplay

between anMfd and a TEC.Mfd translocation leads to a ‘‘release

and catch-up’’ mechanism, which has profound implications for

transcription regulation (Figure 2E). As previously found, when an

Mfd locates a stalled/paused TEC, it can bring the TEC into

active elongation (Park et al., 2002). Here, we show that the

slower speed of Mfd compared with that of the TEC leads to
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Figure 2. Release and Catch-Up Mechanism of Mfd

For a Figure360 author presentation of Figure 2, see https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2017.11.017.

(A) Mfd releases from TEC. The light-pink- and light-green-shaded regions indicate the ranges of expected locations of Mfd and TEC, respectively, at the time of

the unzipping, with the width of each region determined by the molecule’s speed variations and measurement time uncertainties. The gray curve corresponds to

(legend continued on next page)
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separation of the Mfd from the TEC. If the TEC continues to elon-

gate unimpeded for an extended distance, Mfd will dissociate

from DNA and can target another stalled TEC. However, if the

TEC pauses frequently (e.g., every 200 bp or less) and has diffi-

culty escaping from a pause, Mfd can then catch upwith the TEC

and facilitate transcription through a pause site. In the absence

of any interaction with a TEC, bound Mfd may be detrimental

to the cell. Bound Mfd proteins may deplete available Mfd or

also become roadblocks for other DNA-based processes.

Thus, the short processivity of Mfd ensures that Mfd does not

stay on DNA when not needed, but Mfd’s association with

DNA is effectively increased when Mfd is needed by transcrip-

tion, making Mfd an efficient surveyor for a stalled TEC.

Mfd Catches up to TEC at an ops Pause
We further investigated how Mfd’s release and catch-up mech-

anismmay impact TEC escape from a pause site.We focused on

the rfaQ ops site, a well-characterized naturally occurring class II

pause sequence that regulates bacterial gene expression (Artsi-

movitch and Landick, 2000). At an ops site, a TEC may pause

due to backtracking, where RNAP reverse translocates along

the DNA and the 30 end of the RNA disengages from the active

site, rendering the TEC inactive (Komissarova and Kashlev,

1997a; Nudler et al., 1997). Because Mfd has previously been

shown to rescue a backtracked TEC (Park et al., 2002), we

expect to observe this capability in a distance-dependent

manner within the release and catch-up mechanism.

We conducted experiments with two different DNA templates

each with an ops site located at a different distance d from the

initially stalled TEC: d = 27 and 276 bp, respectively (Table S4).

The steps of these experiments were similar to those of Figures

2B–2D, but with the replacement of the subsequent TEC stalling

by nucleotide starvation with an ops pause site (Figure 3A; STAR

Methods).

Without Mfd preloading, 10%–15% of the TECs paused at the

expected ops pause sites for both d = 27 and d = 276 bp after

transcription resumption timeDt = 30 and 70 s, respectively (Fig-

ures 3B–3E), while other TECs escaped from the ops site prior to

detection (Figures 3D and 3E). More careful examination of

the ops pause locations showed that the TEC backtracked by

about �5 bp (Figure S3D), consistent with previous biochemical

findings of the backtracking distance at the ops pause (Artsimo-

vitch and Landick, 2000).

With Mfd preloading, the fraction of the TEC paused at the ops

site was reduced by approximately 2-fold on the d = 27-bp tem-

plate (Figure 3D), but there were no detectable changes for the
unzipping naked DNA, which serves as a baseline. The black and green traces we

initial and final positions of Mfd, and the two green dashed lines indicate the initi

(B) Mfd catch-up experimental scheme.

(C) Representative unzipping traces for transcription time Dt = 10 s for experiment

at�14 bp/s; the second trace (red curve) shows an absence of TEC, indicating tha

indicate the possible range (SD) of TEC location at Dt = 10 s (also see Figure S2

(D) Fraction of traces without a TEC as a function of the distance between stalls d

traces, with error bars representing SEMs. The red dashed line is an exponential

Mfd, with a baseline a determined from the fraction of RNAP dissociation in the abs

also Figure S3C.

(E) The release and catch-up mechanism of Mfd. After Mfd separates from an elon

again within Mfd’s processivity, Mfd can catch up with the TEC.
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fraction at the ops site on the template with d = 276 bp (Fig-

ure 3E). This difference is further summarized in Figure 3F. This

observation indicates that Mfd can reactivate a TEC paused at

an ops site if this pause is located in close proximity to the

Mfd, providing further evidence for the proposed release and

catch-up mechanism of Mfd.

TEC Becomes Highly Backtracked upon Collision with a
DNA Fork Junction
Before we examined Mfd’s impact on a TEC at an obstacle, we

first considered how a TEC deals with an obstacle on its own.We

carried out experiments where an actively elongating TEC trans-

located toward a DNA fork, a configuration resembling a simpli-

fied head-on collision of transcription with replication. We then

followed transcription in real time upon collision of the TEC

with the fork using an ‘‘unzipping staller’’ (Table S1; STAR

Methods). In this case, after a TEC arrives at the unzipping

fork, the two ends of the ssDNA strands are held fixed. As the

TEC moves against the fork, it will rezip the DNA, resulting in

an increase in the force. The continuous force build-up hinders

the TEC’s forward translocation, leading to its stalling or dissoci-

ation. To allow for finer control of the start of the experiment, we

used a dual optical trap together with a multi-channel laminar

flow cell (Figure S4A).

As shown in Figure 4A, after a TEC encountered the DNA fork,

it initially moved forward unidirectionally and processively

though its motion was punctuated with transient pauses. The

speed after pause removal (pause-free speed) was 15.5 ±

8.1 bp/s (mean ± SD) (Figure 4B) (STAR Methods), consistent

with earlier work (Adelman et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2013). As the

TEC encountered a greater resistance of 19.5 ± 1.5 pN, corre-

sponding to 4.5 ± 1.5 pN above baseline (15 pN) (Figure 4B), it

became stalled (defined as a pause duration longer than 30 s)

and subsequently experienced irreversible backtracking (Fig-

ure 4C). Intriguingly, we observed that �50% of stalled TECs

backtracked >20 bp, up to 100 bp or more within the measure-

ment time window (Figure 4C; STAR Methods).

In all measurements, backtracked RNAPs did not dissociate

from DNA and remained bound over the entire duration of the

measurements, demonstrating the exceptional stability of these

complexes. They also appeared to undergo a biased random

walk with the overall direction toward further backtracking

(Figure 4C).

We thus demonstrate that when a TEC is working against an

obstacle, it can undergo extensive backtracking. Our finding

that backtracked complexes are exceptionally stable is in
re taken at Dt = 11 s. For the black trace, the two red dashed lines indicate the

al and final positions of the TEC. See also Figure S2 and Table S2.

s outlined in (B). The first trace (green curve) shows a TEC that had transcribed

tMfd had caught upwith the TEC and removed it. The light-green-shaded areas

C).

. Each data point was determined from �280 (with Mfd) or �180 (without Mfd)

fit with the function f = a+b3expð�d=d0Þ to the data taken in the presence of

ence of Mfd. The fitting yielded a characteristic distance d0 of 180 ± 30 bp. See

gating TEC, Mfd continues to translocate toward the TEC. If the TEC is stalled
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(A) Experimental scheme. The experimental steps are similar to those of Figure 2B. Instead of a subsequent stall, RNAP could transiently pause at the ops site.

(B and C) Representative traces of transcription on two different templates, with the separation of the ops site from the initial +20 site being d = 27 bp (B) and

276 bp (C), respectively. The black and red dashed lines indicate stall position at +20 and the expected ops pause position, respectively.
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(F) Pause reduction factor at the ops site, defined as the ratio of the ops peak area without Mfd preloading over that with Mfd preloading in (D) and (E). Error bars

were calculated assuming a binomial distribution for the fraction of TEC paused at the ops site.
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(A) A representative trace of a TEC working against a DNA fork. See also Figure S4A.

(B) Histograms of the pause-free speed of TEC prior to stalling and the stall force. For each histogram, its mean and SD are indicated with the number of traces

n = 16.

(C) TEC backtracking at a stall. In order to highlight backtracking, multiple traces, each with a different color, are shown. All traces are aligned with respect to the

start of stall time and position. Bottom figure shows corresponding force.
agreement with those from earlier studies (Cheung and Cramer,

2011; Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997b; Nudler et al., 1997).

Because backtracked complexes may become major obstacles

to replication if they remain on the DNA, effective mechanisms

are crucial in mediating collision conflicts. Indeed, in addition

to Mfd, a number of other factors have been identified to sup-

press backtracking: anti-backtracking factors (GreA and GreB)

(Erie et al., 1993; Opalka et al., 2003; Tetone et al., 2017), rho-

factor that travels with RNAP to terminate termination (Roberts

et al., 2008), multiple RNAPs working in conjunction (Epshtein
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and Nudler, 2003; Jin et al., 2010), and ribosomes carrying out

translation over the RNA transcript concurrent to transcription

(Proshkin et al., 2010). The existence of these multiple, redun-

dant mechanisms demonstrates critical cellular need for back-

tracking suppression.

Mfd Facilitates and Then Terminates Transcription at a
DNA Fork Junction
To directly observe how Mfd impacts transcription against a

DNA fork junction, we monitored real-time molecular events as
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in Figure 4 (STAR Methods) in the presence of Mfd. Three

distinct types of real-time translocation traces were observed.

In 40% of traces (n = 23 total) (Figure 5A, left panel), Mfd pre-

vented extensive backtracking. The motor complex initially

translocated steadily (pause-free speed of 15.1 ± 8.5 bp/s; Fig-

ure 5B) with its motion interrupted by frequent pausing. None

of the pauses showed significant backtracking. The agreement

of the pause-free speed with that of the TEC alone suggests

that the observed motion involved an active TEC instead of

Mfd alone. However, the TECwas able to continue to translocate

against approximately 2–3 pN greater force than that of the TEC

alone, indicating that Mfd assisted the TEC in forward transloca-

tion, in agreement with previous results from bulk assays (Park

et al., 2002). As the force increased further (transition at 6.8 ±

1.5 pN above baseline; Figure 5C), the motor complex often

underwent an abrupt decrease in pause-free speed to 7.1 ±

3.2 bp/s (Figure 5B) before stalling or dissociation. This

decreased speed is consistent with that of Mfd alone or Mfd

associated with a non-elongating RNAP (Figures 1, 2, S3A, and

S5), indicating transcription termination. We therefore use this

speed transition to partition regions of transcription facilitation

and transcription termination.

In a different 40% of traces (Figure 5A, right panel), Mfd

rescued extensively backtracked TEC complexes. The TEC

initially translocated forward and then became significantly

backtracked (sometimes for more than 100 bp). However, back-

tracking was subsequently fully reversed via �5–10 bp/s unidi-

rectional forward motion, which brought the complex entirely

out of the backtracked state. Such a full recovery of a TEC

from extensive backtracking was never observed in the absence

of Mfd. This observation demonstrates Mfd-dependent recovery

from extensive backtracking. We found that the TEC subse-

quently resumed elongation at a pause-free speed of 15.1 ±

8.5 bp/s and behaved in a manner similar to traces described

in the previous paragraph.

Some traces even showed multiple backtracking rescue

events (Figure 5D). Because of the long Mfd recruitment time

(�50 s) (Figure S4B) as compared with the time interval (�10 s)

between backtracking rescue events and/or TEC disruption

events, these sequential events were consistent with a single

Mfd motor having multiple rounds of interactions with a TEC

that paused frequently during elongation via the release and

catch-up mechanism. The short distance between these pauses

(50 bp or less) are also well within the processivity of Mfd. Mfd

may interact with a transiently (e.g., <3 s) paused TEC if the

TEC is in close vicinity. Indeed, we found that the presence of

Mfd moderately reduced both the pause duration and pause

density (Figure S6A). This suggests that Mfd may interact with
detected as in the right panel (also indicated by a red arrow). Within a green regi

backtracking recovery). Within a pink region, the instantaneous speed was consi

(B) Pause-free speed histograms before and after the transition from transcription

also shown along with the means and SDs of the fits. Number of traces used in

(C) Histograms of measured forces. The top histogram shows the stall force wh

shows the force at the transition from transcription elongation to termination (TE

transition (Mfd with RNAP). The mean values and SDs are also indicated.

(D) An example trace showingmultiple rounds of interactions ofMfdwith a TEC. Ea

into active elongation by Mfd.
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TECs paused independently of backtracking, such as ubiquitous

(Neuman et al., 2003) or ‘‘pre-translocation’’ pauses (Bai et al.,

2004, 2009; Bai and Wang, 2010).

The remaining 20% of traces showed that the motor complex

backtracked and did not recover within the observation timewin-

dow, suggesting an absence of Mfd interaction. In addition,

these traces stalled at a force similar to that of the TEC alone stall

force (Figure 5C).

These results in Figure 5 show anti-pausing and termination di-

chotomy of Mfd on transcription. We then performed separate

biochemical experiments using transcription gels to examine

pausing in the presence and absence of Mfd (Figure S6B). We

used nucleotide concentrations to modulate pausing and tran-

scription speed relative to that of Mfd. We found that, when tran-

scription was carried out at a low nucleotide concentration,

RNAP paused frequently and Mfd enhanced transcription termi-

nation/arrest. As the nucleotide concentration increased, Mfd

facilitated transcription by reducing pause duration and fre-

quency, demonstrating anti-pausing behavior. At a high nucleo-

tide concentration, transcription occurred with minimal pausing,

and Mfd had little impact on either pausing or the overall tran-

scription rate.

Mapping the Structure of Mfd-TEC Complex by
Unzipping DNA
Finally, to fully dissect the molecular details of Mfd interaction

with a TEC, it is essential to establish a high-resolution interac-

tion map of the Mfd-TEC complex with DNA. Although the

structure of Mfd alone has been solved (Deaconescu et al.,

2006), it is not known how Mfd changes its conformation

upon interaction with a TEC and whether Mfd induces conforma-

tional changes in the TEC. As the first step in investigating this

problem, we used the unzipping mapper technique, which dis-

rupts each interaction sequentially within a complex along

DNA, creating a detailed map of the locations and strengths of

multiple interactions within a large protein-DNA complex to

near base-pair resolution (Hall et al., 2009; Li et al., 2015; Li

and Wang, 2012; Shundrovsky et al., 2006) (Table S1; STAR

Methods).

As control experiments, we unzipped through a stalled TEC in

both the forward (same direction as transcription) and the

reverse (opposite to transcription) directions (Figures 6A and

6B; Table S4). Forward unzipping yielded a force drop (due to

the transcription bubble), followed by a force rise immediately

after the active site (due to RNAP clamping on the downstream

DNA). Reverse unzipping yielded a force rise at +13 bp down-

stream of the active site. These results are consistent with previ-

ous findings (Inman et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2010).
on, the instantaneous speed was consistent with that of a TEC (except during

stent with that of Mfd or Mfd with a non-elongating RNAP. See also Figure S5.

elongation to transcription termination. Gaussian fits to these histograms are

both histograms: n = 23.

en no backtracking recovery was detected (TEC only). The middle histogram

C with the help of Mfd). The bottom histogram shows the stall force after the

ch red arrow indicates a rescue eventwhere a paused/stalled TECwas brought
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Figure 6. Structural Mapping of Mfd-TEC Interactions

(A) Example unzipping traces. A TECwas stalled at +20 position, and each unzipping direction is indicated by an arrow. Vertical dashed lines indicate the positions

of measured strong interactions. See also Figures S7A and S7B.

(B) Dwell-time histograms after pooling data frommultiple traces. Total number of traces in each histogram (from top to bottom) are n = 132, 63, 73, 160, and 65.

For dwell-time histograms in the presence ofMfd, only traces with an additional force rise upstream of the TEC, indicative ofMfd binding to TEC, were included for

analysis. The pink arrow indicates a forward shift in the footprint of Mfd toward the TEC in the presence of ATPgS.

(C) Dissociation constant KD of the wild-type Mfd as well as MfdR685A and MfdN817A for binding to TEC (STAR Methods). Error bars are SEMs.

(D) Dwell-time histograms of MfdR685A (green) andMfdN817A (red) in the absence (top) or presence (bottom) of 2 mM ATPgS. Number of traces for each histogram

are 27 and 21 forMfdR685A andMfdN817A, respectively, in the absence of ATPgS, and 25 and 30 forMfdR685A andMfdN817A, respectively, in the presence of ATPgS.

(E) Proposed model of the cooperation of the two translocation domains of Mfd upon binding to nucleotide. See also Figure S7D.
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In the presence of Mfd but with no nucleotides, unzipping re-

vealed additional force signatures upstream of the active site

(Figures 6A, 6B, and S7A), although this apo condition was

previously thought not to support Mfd interaction with the TEC

(Deaconescu et al., 2006; Selby and Sancar, 1995). In the for-

ward direction, there were two distinct force peaks upstream

of the active site of the TEC, at�43 and�16 bp, a clear signature

for Mfd binding. By counting the fraction of TECs with a bound

Mfd, we determined the dissociation equilibrium constant (KD)

of Mfd binding to be 20 ± 3 mM (Figure 6C). Although the binding

of apo-Mfd to a TEC has a low affinity, it was detectable due to

the exquisite sensitivity of the unzipping method. These data

also provide a footprint of Mfd of approximately 27 bp, consis-

tent with previous estimations (Deaconescu et al., 2006; Park

et al., 2002). The �16 bp site is in partial overlap with the

RNAP footprint, which extends to�18 bp upstream of the active

site (Korzheva et al., 2000; Nudler, 1999). Therefore, this site

could be a result of Mfd directly binding to the DNA by stepping

into the footprint of the RNAP orMfd-mediated RNAP interaction

with DNA.

In the presence of ATPgS,Mfd’s footprint moved 12 bp toward

the RNAP, while the positions of the �16 bp site and the RNAP

remained stationary (Figures 6A, 6B, and S7B), likely as a result

of nucleotide-dependent conformational changes in Mfd.

To determine the orientation of Mfd relative to a TEC, we

examined two Mfd mutants. Mfd’s translocase module is

composed of two DNA translocation domains (TD1 and TD2),

with a highly conserved core for nucleotide binding and hydroly-

sis embedded near the TD1/TD2 interface (Deaconescu et al.,

2006). While it is known that TD1 and TD2 represent the main

DNA binding determinant (Selby and Sancar, 1993a), how these

two domains orient relative to the TEC and how they coordinate

their DNA binding activities have not been determined. Thus, we

examined two Mfd variants, MfdR685A (mutation in TD1) and

MfdN817A (mutation in TD2), which each showed severely

impaired binding affinity to naked DNA in a bulk fluorescence

anisotropy assay but remained competent for ATP hydrolysis

(Figure S7C).

In the apo state, MfdR685A still yielded a force peak at the

�43 bp binding site but had a diminished force peak at the

�16 bp binding site (Figure 6D, top panel). Conversely, MfdN817A

lacked a force peak at the �43 bp binding site but retained the

force peak at the �16 bp binding site. We therefore attribute

the �43 binding site to TD2 and the �16 bp binding site to

TD1. Thus, TD1 binds to DNA at the front and is followed by

TD2. In the presence of ATPgS, both variants produced a

footprint on DNA similar to that of the wild-type Mfd, where

Mfd’s footprint moved 12 bp toward the RNAP (Figure 6D, bot-

tom panel).

These results show that upon nucleotide binding, TD2 moves

toward TD1, while both the TD1 and RNAP remain stationary.

Subsequent nucleotide hydrolysis and product release may

allow TD1 to step into the RNAP. Thus, our finding may be

consistent with a model of Mfd translocation, where TD1 and

TD2 alternate their stepping to translocate toward the RNAP

(Figures 6E and S7D).

In addition, each mutant showed a significantly lower DNA

binding affinity, as compared to wild-typeMfd, either in the pres-
354 Cell 172, 344–357, January 11, 2018
ence or absence of ATPgS (Figure 6C). This finding implies that

both TD1 and TD2 domains contribute to the overall DNA binding

affinity observed for wild-type (WT) Mfd. Interestingly, for either

mutant, the decrease in affinity was more pronounced, by an

order of magnitude, in the presence of ATPgS. This suggests

that, once Mfd binds ATP, TD1 and TD2 act cooperatively to

interact with DNA and thus enhance the overall DNA affinity of

Mfd (Figure 6E).

DISCUSSION

DNA translocases have traditionally been difficult to study

because translocation often does not produce a readily mea-

sured product (Singleton et al., 2007). Our novel methodologies

allow real-time tracking and measurement of the mechanical

response of these translocation events at near base-pair reso-

lution. What emerges is a remarkably delicate coordination be-

tween Mfd and transcription (Figure 7). Contrary to previous

biochemical findings (Smith et al., 2007), we found that Mfd

can independently translocate at approximately 7 bp/s over

approximately 200 bp. Intriguingly, these intrinsic motor proper-

ties of Mfd provide a simple explanation to how Mfd can localize

to a paused/stalled TEC using a release and catch-up mecha-

nism. Mfd may target a stalled or an elongating TEC without

the need of discrimination based on their conformational differ-

ences. However, Mfd remains associated with a stalled TEC but

detaches from an elongating TEC when its assistance is no

longer beneficial. While independent translocation of Mfd allows

it to continue to ‘‘patrol’’ for slowly moving TECs, the limited

Mfd processivity restricts the search and ultimately ensures

that Mfd dissociates from DNA, preventing it from becoming a

roadblock for other processes and not depleting the pool of

free Mfd.

In some sense, Mfd can be regarded as a regulated co-factor

for RNAP. Unlike other transcription factors that rely on recog-

nizing protein conformations or chemical modifications for

binding (Roberts et al., 2008), Mfd uses its ATP-dependent

translocation to locate paused/stalled TECs. This ‘‘speed-

gated’’ sensing affords kinetically regulated, tunable affinity of

Mfd for a TEC. Because this type of coordination optimizes ef-

ficiency and mitigates conflicts and has minimal requirements

for a specific DNA sequence, it may be more broadly employed

in the cell.

The release and catch-up mechanismmay provide insight into

earlier ensemble results. An intriguing in vivo observation is that

overexpression of Mfd, even by several hundred fold, does not

grossly interfere with cell growth (Roberts and Park, 2004; Selby

and Sancar, 1993a; Smith et al., 2012). This indicates that

elevated Mfd concentration is not sufficient to offset the limited

processivity of Mfd, preventing Mfd from becoming a major

roadblock. Also Mfd’s persistent association with frequently

paused TECs could efficiently bring backtracked TECs to elon-

gation, facilitating cellular recovery from stress andDNAdamage

during which upregulation of UvrD during recovery may induce

TEC backtracking (Epshtein et al., 2014). Consistent with this,

an in vitro study showed that Mfd can stimulate the repair of a

DNA lesion located downstream of an ops pause site (Haines

et al., 2014). While Mfd can reach the lesion via association
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Figure 7. Modes of Mfd Regulation of Transcription

When a TEC encounters amajor obstacle in the absence ofMfd and other anti-

backtracking factors, the TEC may become stalled and experience extensive

backtracking (A). Mfd is able to prevent TEC backtracking and/or rescue a

backtracked complex into elongation. If a TEC elongates steadily after the

initial rescue, Mfd detaches from the DNA (B). However, if a TEC stalls

frequently, Mfd will use the release and catch-up mechanism to continue to

facilitate elongation through multiple obstacles (C). When an obstacle be-

comes insurmountable, Mfd terminates transcription by disrupting the TEC,

resulting in eventual dissociation of Mfd and RNAP from the DNA (D).
with a non-elongating RNAP, our work shows that Mfd can

release from a TEC at the ops site and subsequently translocate

to catch up to the TEC at the lesion or simply arrive at the lesion

on its own. Thus, the novel release and catch-up mechanism

proposed here may have broader implications in genome main-

tenance, both in terms of DNA repair and transcription-replica-

tion conflict resolution.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-digoxigenin (from sheep) Roche Cat# 11333089001, RRID: AB_514496

Bacterial and Virus Strains

5-alpha Competent E. coli (high efficiency) NEB Cat# C2987H

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Digoxigenin-11-dUTP Roche Cat# 11093088910

Biotin-14-dATP Thermo Fisher Cat# 19524016

dATP Roche Cat# 11051440001

ATP Roche Cat# 11140965001

UTP Roche Cat# 11140949001

GTP Roche Cat# 11140957001

[a-32P]-GTP Perkin Elmer Cat# BLU006H250UC

CTP Roche Cat# 11140922001

ApU Dharmacon N/A

Adenosine 50-[g-thio]triphosphate tetralithium salt Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A1388-1MG

wtMfd Deaconescu et al., 2006 N/A

R685A Mfd mutant This study N/A

N817A Mfd mutant This study N/A

His-tagged E.coli RNAP with s factor Adelman et al., 2002 N/A

T4 DNA ligase NEB Cat# M0202S

Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase NEB Cat# M0530S

Klenow fragment (30/50 exo-) NEB Cat# M0212S

DraIII-HF NEB Cat# R3510S

AlwNI NEB Cat# R0514S

SUPERase, In RNase Inhibitor (20 U/mL) Thermo Fisher Cat# AM2694

Poly(ethyleneimine) solution, 50% (w/v) in H2O Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P3143

Pyruvate kinase Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P9136-5KU

Lactate dehydrogenase Sigma-Aldrich Cat# L1254-5KU

Oligonucleotides

Primers for site-directed mutagenesis (see Table S3) This paper N/A

Primers for making DNA templates (see Table S3) This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

pRL574 Schafer et al., 1991 N/A

pRL574-rfaQ_ops-27bp_after_A20 This paper N/A

pRL574-rfaQ_ops-276bp_after_A20 This paper N/A

Software and Algorithms

LabVIEW VIs for instrument control, data acquisition,

and data analysis

Brower-Toland et al., 2002;

Inman et al., 2014

N/A

MATLAB scripts for data analysis This study N/A

SeqBuilder (for DNA primer design) DNASTAR Version 11.2.1 (29)

GraphPad Prism7 GraphPad Software N/A

Other

BD Disposable Syringes with Luer-Lok Tips Fisher Scientific Cat# 14-823-30

22G 0.50’ Blunt needle SAI Cat# 89134-082

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Tygon non-DEHP medical microbore tubing,

0.020’’ inner diameter, 0.060’’ outer diamter

Saint Gobain Cat# AAD04103

Silicone high-vacuum grease Dow Corning Part # 146355D

Single optical trap setup Brower-Toland et al., 2002 N/A

Dual optical trap setup Inman et al., 2014 N/A

Multi-channel laminar flow cell This study N/A

489 nm polystyrene beads Polysciences Cat# 09836

792 nm polystyrene beads Polysciences Cat# 07759

Streptavidin coated magnetic beads NEB Cat# S1420S

Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer Horiba Part# J810005

PHD ULTRA Syringe Pump Infuse/Withdraw Standard Harvard Apparatus Cat# 70-3006

Branson Sonifier 250 Fisher Scientific Cat# 22-309782

HiPrep Heparin FF 16/10 GE Healthcare Cat# 28-9365-49

HiPrep 26/60 Sephacryl S-300 HR GE Healthcare Cat# 17-1196-01

QIAGEN Ni-NTA Superflow QIAGEN Cat# 30410

Typhoon 9400 Amersham Biosciences Model: 9400

Cytation 3 Biotek Mfr# CYT3MV
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact,

Michelle D. Wang (mwang@physics.cornell.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacterial strains
RNAP was expressed at low levels in 5a-competent E. coli transformed with the plasmid pKA1 in Superbroth with 100 mg/mL ampi-

cillin for 4 hours until A600nm reached 2.1. Cells were induced with IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM for 4 hours.

Mfd protein was produced using a previously described expression system (Deaconescu and Darst, 2005). Overexpression

plasmid pAD6 was transformed into BL21(DE3) or Rosetta(DE3)pLysS cells, which were then grown in LB media supplemented

with the appropriate antibiotics at 37�C until the OD600nm reached 0.6-0.8. Induction was achieved with 1mM IPTG at 30�C for

4 hours. Mfd variants were prepared using standard PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis (Table S3), and then expressed as

wild-type Mfd.

METHOD DETAILS

DNA templates and protein preparations
The DNA unzipping segment containing a T7 A1 promoter was amplified from plasmid pRL574 (Schafer et al., 1991) using PCR with

Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase and primers designed with SeqBuilder. The purified DNA was digested with DraIII (or AlwNI)

restriction enzyme to produce a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) fragment with a 30-GAT ssDNA overhang. This DNA was then ligated

to a pair of DNA Y-arms (Inman et al., 2014), with one arm labeled with biotin and the other arm labeled with dioxygenin through sepa-

rate Klenow reactions with biotin-14-dATP and digoxigenin-11-dUTP, respectively. The labels on both arms allow DNA tethering

between an anti-dig coated glass surface and a streptavidin-coated bead (489 nm in diameter). We preparedmultiple DNA unzipping

templates with unzipping directions that were either co-directional with, or head-on to, transcription. The co-directional DNA

templates were used for experiments in Figures 1, 2, 3, 6, S1C, S2, S3, S7A, and S7B. The head-on templates were used for Figures

4, 5, 6, S4, S5, and S6A. A list of DNA primers used to generate these DNA templates is included in Table S3. Descriptions of the DNA

unzipping templates used in this study are also provided in Table S4.

E. coli RNAP was purified using tagged purification (Adelman et al., 2002). In brief, the cells were lysed and sonicated on ice with a

macro tip on a Branson Sonifier 250 with 60% duty cycle in small aliquots (< 20mL). Centrifugation was used to pellet cell debris and

the supernatant containing DNA and DNA-bound proteins was saved. Cleared 5% (w/v) polyethyleneimine (PEI) pH 7.9 (made from

50% stock) was slowly added to the supernatant to a final concentration of 0.4% (w/v) in order to precipitate nucleic acids and their
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bound proteins out of solution. The DNA with bound RNAP was pelleted from the solution and after five washes in a 350 mM NaCl

containing buffer, RNAP was eluteds from the PEI and DNA with a 1 M NaCl containing buffer. The eluted RNAP was purified to ho-

mogeneity by using chromatography on three columns: first on a HiPrep Heparin FF 16/10 column, followed by a HiPrep 26/60

Sephacryl S-300 HR column, and last on a QIAGEN Ni-NTA Superflow column. Fractions that contained holo-RNAP were pooled,

concentrated, and dialyzed into RNAP storage buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50% (v/v) glycerol,

and 1 mM DTT) and stored at �20�C.
Mfd proteins were purified using small modifications of a published purification protocol (Deaconescu and Darst, 2005). After cell

disruption and lysate clarification, protein was purified via Ni2+-affinity chromatography on a HisTrap column (GEHealthcare). Pooled

fractions were then dialyzed against a low-salt buffer (75 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8, 10% glycerol, 15 mM imidazole, 1 mM TCEP)

and applied to a Heparin HiTrap column (GE Healthcare). Fractions eluted in this step were concentrated by centrifugation and

applied to a Superdex200 10/300 size-exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with a buffer consisting of

100mMNaCl, 20mMTris pH 8, 1mMTCEP. Variants were purified like wild-type with the exception ofMfdR685A, for which the heparin

affinity step was substituted with a ion-exchange chromatography step.

Single molecule transcription assays – Related to Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
For single molecule experiments requiring transcription, TEC was formed in bulk on the trunk of the Y-structured DNA molecule and

paused at +20 position via nucleotide depletion (Adelman et al., 2002; Jin et al., 2010). In brief, 3.5 nM DNA template with a T7A1

promoter was mixed with 17.5 nM E.coli RNAP holoenzyme in the presence of 250 mM ApU, 50 mM GTP, CTP, ATP, and 1 unit/mL

SUPERase, RNase inhibitor in a transcription buffer which contained 25 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM

DTT, 3% (v/v) glycerol, and 0.15 mg/mL acetylated BSA. The mixture was incubated at 37�C for 30 minutes and was then kept at

4�C. The DNA unzipping mapper showed that typically 90%–95% of the DNA tethers contained a TEC assembled successfully at

the expected stalled location (+20). For transcription chasing experiments that report the fraction of DNA tethers with a bound

TEC after several rounds of buffer exchange (Figure 2), wemeasured the TEC assembling efficiency right before each chasing exper-

iment and took account of this efficiency in the final fraction calculation.

Bulk transcription assays – Related to Figure S6B
The bulk transcription assays were performed under similar conditions as those of the single molecule experiments. TECs paused

at +20 was prepared by incubation of 50 nM E. coli RNAP, 10 nM transcription DNA template attached to streptavidin coated

magnetic beads, 250 mMApU initiating dinucleotide, 50 mMATP and CTP, and 5 mMGTP (containing 0.5 mCi/mL [a-32P]-GTP) in tran-

scription buffer at 37�C for 30min. The excess amounts of ApU, nucleotides and RNAPs were removed by washing the paused TECs

with transcription buffer 3 times via magnetic bead pull down. Subsequently, Mfd was introduced and incubated for 5 min before

transcription was resumed by addition of NTPs and 1mMdATP, and then the reaction was quenchedwith 25mMEDTA at a specified

time point. All bulk transcription reactions were performed at room temperature (23.3�C), which is comparable to the single-molecule

condition used in this study. The concentrations of Mfd andNTPs are indicated in Figure S6B. Transcripts were analyzed on 8%poly-

acrylamide sequencing gels and imaged with PhosphorImager (Typhoon).

Mfd ATPase assay – Related to Figure S7C
ATPase assays were carried out using an ATP/NADH-coupled ATPase assay at 37�C in a 100 mL reaction volume containing 40 nM

wild-type or variant Mfd to measure ATP hydrolysis rates of Mfd. Assays were carried out in a buffer (40 mMHEPES pH 8.0, 100 mM

NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 4% glycerol (v/v), 2 mM DTT) containing 0.024 units/mL pyruvate kinase, 0.036 units/mL lactate de-

hydrogenase, 5.0 mM phosphoenolpyruvate, and 2.0 mM b-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH). The reactions were started

by the addition of ATP to a final concentration of 4.0mM, and the absorbance at 340 nmwasmeasured every 30 s for 1 h in a Cytation

3 cell-based multi-mode microplate reader (BioTek). Triplicate measurements were performed, and the linear decrease in absor-

bance was used to calculate the rate of NADH oxidation (which is equal to that of ATP hydrolysis) using the molar extinction coef-

ficient for NADH of 6.22 mM–1 cm–1. Rates of phosphate release were corrected for spontaneous, non-enzymatic breakdown using

a no Mfd control.

Mfd DNA binding assay – Related to Figure S7C
Mfd binding to dsDNA in the presence of Adenosine 50-[g-thio]triphosphate (ATPgS) was measured using a fluorescence anisotropy

assay. A 40-base pair dsDNA fragment was generated by annealing twoHPLCpurified complimentary oligonucleotides, one of which

contained a HEX fluorophore at the 50 end (Table S3). 150 mL of fluorescently labeled DNA (10 nM) in buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5,

50mMNaCl, and 2mM b-mercaptoethanol) was titrated with increasing concentrations of wild-type or variant Mfd in the presence of

2.0 mM ATPgS. After each addition of Mfd, the reaction was equilibrated for 5 min at 25�C before measurements were recorded.

Fluorescence anisotropy was measured at 555 nm using a Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer (Horiba). Measurements were recorded

in triplicate and Kd values were calculated using the following equation and nonlinear regression methods in the Graphpad Prism
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software package. DA is the change in anisotropy, DAT is the total anisotropy change, ET is the total Mfd concentration at each point

in the titration, DT is the total DNA concentration, and Kd is the equilibrium dissociation constant.

DA=
DAT

2DT

n
ðET +DT +KdÞ �

h
ðET +DT +KdÞ2 � 4ET DT

i1=2o
:

Optical trapping techniques
This work requires the use of three different unzipping assays (Table S1): 1) unzipping tracker, 2) unzipping staller, and 3) unzipping

mapper. These assays were implemented on two different optical trapping setups.

A surface-based optical trapping setup was used in experiments shown in Figures 1, 2B–2D, 3, and 6. This optical trap was similar

to that previously described (Brower-Toland et al., 2002) and was used to unzip a single DNA molecule using 489 nm diameter poly-

styrene beads bymoving themicroscope coverslip horizontally away from an optical trap (Figure S1A). These experiments started by

tethering the two arms of a Y-structured DNA template between the surface of amicroscope coverslip via a dioxygenin (dig) and anti-

dig connection and a 489 nm bead via a biotin and streptavidin connection (Figure S1B). In order to ensure that each bead only

tethered a single DNA molecule, we introduced a low concentration of DNA molecules (typically �5 pM) into the sample chamber

followed by incubation with 2 pM of beads. This yielded a surface tether density of one tether per 200-300 mm2.

A dual optical trap in combination with amulti-channel flow cell was used for experiments shown in Figures 2A, 4, and 5. The overall

dual trap design was previously described (Inman et al., 2014) but with the addition of a custom multi-channel laminar flow cell. The

channels of the flow cell were fed with syringes that were all driven by a single syringe pump set to 1.5 mL/min via blunt syringe tips in

Tygon tubing. We estimate that this resulted in a fluid velocity of 200 mm/s at the trapping region. These experiments started by teth-

ering the two arms of a Y-structured DNAmolecules between two optically trapped 792 nm beads, via a dig and anti-dig connection

for one bead and a biotin and streptavidin connection for the second bead (Figures S2A and S4). To prepare for the formation of such

a DNA tether, we preincubated 30-40 pM DNA with 6 pM of streptavidin-coated beads for 30 min on ice and diluted this mixture by

250 times. To start the tether formation, we first trapped an anti-dioxygenin bead in the steered (moveable) trap, moved to a channel

containing the streptavidin coated-beads (preincubated with DNA constructs), and then used the fixed (stationary) trap to trap a

streptavidin coated-bead. Both beads were moved into a channel free of beads and then brought into close proximity repeatedly

using an automated ‘fishing’ algorithm until a tether was formed between them (Landry et al., 2009). This configuration provided

one order of magnitude improvement in trap stability (average drift rate �0.02-0.03 bp/s) over time compared with surface based

optical trapping techniques.

To determine if each DNA tether was a result of single DNA molecule, we performed control experiments to stretch the DNA mol-

ecules and confirmed that the mechanical properties for the DNA tethers were consistent with those of single DNA molecules.

DNA tethers suspended by an optical trap have finite lifetimes due to a combination of photo-damage induced by the trapping laser

and the applied force (Landry et al., 2009). This places a time limit on the maximum duration of the experiments. Under the exper-

imental conditions used, the mean tether lifetime was measured to be 75 s, with 30% of the tethers lasting over 100 s. These values

are comparable to, or better than, those reported in the literature (Candelli et al., 2013; Landry et al., 2009). This lifetime was suffi-

ciently long for experiments of Figures 1, 2, 3, and 6, but placed an upper limit on the overall measurement duration of the stalling

experiments of Figures 4 and 5.

All optical trapping measurements were performed in a temperature-controlled room at 23.3�C. However, the temperature

increased slightly to 25�C owing to local laser trap heating (Peterman et al., 2003). All reactions were also carried out at the room

temperature of 23.3�C unless otherwise stated.

Single molecule experimental procedures
Below we provide detailed experimental procedures for the eight single-molecule experiments performed in this study.

Unzipping tracker for Mfd translocation – Related to Figures 1 and S1C

In the surface-based unzipping tracking experiment (Figures 1 and S1A; Table S1), after tethering the arms of a Y-structured DNA

molecule containing a 4.4-kb DNA trunk to the surface of a coverslip in the sample chamber (Table S4), we introduced 1 mM wtMfd

premixed with 2 mM ATP in a transcription buffer containing 25 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 3% (v/v)

glycerol and 0.15 mg/mL acetylated BSA and sealed the channel entrance and exit with silicone high vacuum grease. We used an

optical trap to unzip the DNA at a loading rate of 16 pN/s. If we did not detect any bound protein, we then moved to the next tether. If

we detected a bound protein during unzipping (force rise above �18 pN), we immediately switched the operation to a force clamp

mode, where the laser intensity and bead position were held fixed while the coverslip was moved horizontally to maintain the unzip-

ping force at �18 pN. Thus Mfd translocation was tracked under a constant force until its final dissociation.

Direct evidence for Mfd release from a TEC – Related to Figures 2A, S2A, and S2B

The experiment was carried out with a dual optical trap that was combined with a multi-channel laminar flow cell which partitioned

different buffers using flow and allowed for fine control of the start of each experiment (Figure S2A). Since this experiment required

continuous flow through ofMfd, tominimizeMfd consumption, we pre-loadedMfd onto a stalledMfd bymixing 0.4 mMMfdwith 5 mM

ATPgS becauseMfd has an increased affinity to TEC in the presence of ATPgS (Figure 6C). Using this method, wewere able to obtain

a preloading efficiency of 36 ± 7% with minimal non-specific binding of Mfd to DNA (N = 18 out of 50 traces, Figures S2B and S2C,
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see more information below). This preloading method, in comparison to that used for Figures 2B–2D and Figure S5, required Mfd to

be present at an order of magnitude lower concentration.

During an experiment, each of the two arms of a Y-structured DNAmolecule was held in a separate optical trap. To prepare for this

experiment, a TEC stalled by nucleotide starvation at +20 position was located on the 1.1-kb trunk with its transcription direction

away from the DNA fork (also see ‘‘DNA templates and protein preparations’’ above and Table S4). 30-35 pMof these DNA-TEC com-

plexes were then mixed with 6 pM streptavidin-coated 792-nm polystyrene beads to allow DNA attachment to the streptavidin bead.

After �30 minutes of incubation on ice, the mixture was diluted by �250 times in the transcription buffer and 0.4 mM Mfd and 5 mM

ATPgS were added to allow Mfd preloading onto TEC. This mixture was then introduced to channel 2. During a measurement, we

started the experiment by trapping an antidig-coated 792-nm polystyrene bead in one trap in channel 1. This trapped bead was

then moved to channel 2 where a second trap was turned on to capture a streptavidin-coated bead. The two beads were subse-

quently transported to an adjacent flow channel containing the transcription buffer supplemented with 1 mM NTPs but no Mfd to

resume transcription and Mfd translocation (channel 3). In this channel, we quickly tethered the two arms of the DNA molecule be-

tween the two beads and unzipped the DNA at a speed of 200 nm/s. The NTP chasing time, Dt, was recorded from the moment the

DNA entered the NTP channel to the detection of a bound protein.

To measure the preloading efficiency of Mfd to stalled TEC, we conducted experiments in a manner identical to the chasing exper-

iment described above but replaced 1mMNTPs in channel 3 by 1mMATPgS to ‘lock’ downMfd to a TEC (Figure 6C). The preloading

efficiency was calculated from the fraction of traces with additional force rise (indicative of Mfd binding) upstream of the TEC (Fig-

ure S2B; also see Figure 6A).

Mfd catching up to a stalled TEC – Related to Figures 2B–2D and S3C

The two arms of a Y-structured DNA molecule with a 4.4-kb DNA trunk containing a TEC stalled via nucleotide depletion at +20 (see

‘‘DNA templates and protein preparations’’ and Table S4) were tethered between a glass coverslip of a microscope sample chamber

and a bead to be held in an optical trap. Mfd was introduced into the sample chamber at 6 mM for 8 minutes in order to pre-load Mfd

onto the stalled TEC, andwe found the preloading efficiency to be�55% (Figure S3C). The solution was replaced by 1mMNTPs for a

defined time (Dt) by flushing the sample chamber with a 5X chamber volume of 1 mM NTPs in the transcription buffer. This step

removed free Mfd molecules, resumed the transcription, and allowed Mfd to translocate. We then flushed the sample chamber

with a 20X chamber volume of 2 mM ATP in the transcription buffer and waited for 8 minutes. This buffer exchange stalled transcrip-

tion but allowedMfd to continue translocation. Finally, we flushed the sample chamber with a 20X chamber volume of 2mMATPgS in

the transcription to stop Mfd activity before DNA was unzipped to check for any bound proteins.

In order to determine if the buffer replacement with 1 mMNTPs was able to effectively remove free Mfd from the sample chamber,

we performed a control experiment which was identical to that described in Figure 2B for Dt = 0 except that no NTPs were included

during the transcription resumption step. If there were residual free Mfd after this step, Mfd would be able to displace the stalled TEC

at +20 during the subsequent step when 1mMATP was introduced, and TEC removal could be detected by the final unzipping map-

ping step. We found no detectable TEC removal, consistent with minimal presence of free Mfd in solution after the buffer exchange

(Figure 2C). In addition, Figure 2C itself provides strong evidence for the lack of freeMfd after theNTPbuffer exchange. The fraction of

traces without a TEC strongly depends on the distance between the two stalls and approaches that of no-Mfd baseline at long dis-

tances. These features are not consistent any substantial role of free Mfd in the observed TEC removal. Taken together, we conclude

that TEC removal observed in Figure 2C was a result of Mfd preloaded onto the TEC.

Mfd catching up to a TEC at an ops pause site – Related to Figures 3 and S3D

We modified the original pRL574 plasmid by site-directed mutagenesis to introduce the rfaQ ops sequence GGCGGTAGCGTG

downstream of the +20 position. Two plasmids were generated with the conserved 30 thymine residue T of the ops site, the major

pause site (Artsimovitch and Landick, 2000), located 27 bp and 276 bp from +20 position respectively (Figure 3; Table S4). The

plasmid sequences were verified by DNA sequencing.

Single-molecule experiments were conducted following the scheme described in Figure 3A. After the two arms of a Y-structured

DNA molecule with a 4-kb DNA trunk containing a TEC stalled at +20 and an ops pause (see ‘‘DNA templates and protein prepara-

tions’’ and Table S4) were tethered between a glass coverslip and a 489 nm polystyrene bead, we introduced 6 mMMfd into the sam-

ple chamber and incubated the protein for 8minutes, allowingMfd to preload onto TEC.We then transferred the sample chamber into

a heat incubator with temperature preset to 37�C and quickly flushed the sample chamber with 15X chamber volume of 100 mMNTPs

and 2 mM dATP in the transcription buffer pre-warmed to 37�C and incubated for Dt seconds. This flushing step removed free Mfd,

resumed transcription, and allowedMfd translocation. Mfd could potentially catch up with a TEC paused at the ops site and facilitate

TECpause escape. The chasing timeDt for each template was chosen to allow for themajority of the TECs to transcribe to or pass the

ops pause (Figures 3D and 3E) so that TEC escape from the ops site might be more easily analyzed. Transcription was finally

quenched by flushing the sample chamber with 30X chamber volume of a buffer without NTPs. The location of TEC after NTP chasing

was determined by the DNA unzipping mapper using a loading rate of 16 pN/s.

TEC backtracking at the ops site was determined by measuring the distance between the peak location of TEC pausing at or near

the ops site in the probability density function and the expected peak location of TEC at the ops site without backtracking (Fig-

ure S3D). The latter was estimated based on the previous finding that the force rise is located at �2 bp downstream of the TEC’s

active site (Jin et al., 2010).
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Stalling a TEC – Related to Figures 4 and 5

Due to the fast rate of transcription and the single round of transcription in the experiment, the TEC stalling measurements placed a

stringent requirement on the measurement time window. To fulfill this task, a dual optical trap was combined with a multi-channel

flow cell which partitioned the flow cell into four different channels containing different buffers using laminar flows (Figure S4A). First,

the first trap (trap 1) was used to capture an antidig-coated polystyrene bead (792 nm diameter) in channel 1. Trap 1 was then

repositioned into channel 2, which contained streptavidin coated polystyrene beads (also 792 nm) attached to a Y-structure DNA

molecule with a stalled TEC on a 2-kb Y-structure trunk with the direction of transcription toward the DNA fork (see ‘‘DNA templates

and protein preparation’’ and Table S4). A second trap (trap 2) was turned on to capture such a bead. Both traps were moved to

channel 3 to form a DNA dumbbell. The DNA trunk was then unzipped until the DNA fork was �200 bp from the paused TEC.

With the DNA extension held constant, the DNA dumbbell was repositioned into channel 4 which contained 1 mM NTPs in the tran-

scription buffer and allowed transcription to resume. If a TEC progressed to the DNA fork and rewound the DNA, the unzipping force

would increase.

For experiments with Mfd (Figures 5 and S6A), we included 1 mMMfd and 1 mMNTPs in channel 4 (Figure S4A) and performed the

experiment in a manner identical to that without Mfd. For information on the tether lifetime and optical trapping stability in our dual-

trap configuration, please see the ‘‘Optical trapping technique’’ section.

Mfd’s recruitment rate to a stalled TEC – Related to Figures 5 and S4B

We measured the rate of Mfd recruitment to a stalled TEC. Here, we first stalled TEC at +20 via nucleotide depletion on a 2kb DNA

trunk of Y-structured template and tethered the DNA arms between the surface of a sample chamber and a bead (Table S4). We then

introduced a concentration of Mfd specified in Figure S4B and 2mMATP in the transcription buffer into the flow cell, and immediately

proceeded to DNA unzipping mapper to check whether the TEC on a DNA tether was removed. The fraction of traces with TEC

removal versus time was fit using an exponential function to obtain the characteristic time of TEC removal (Figure S4B, left). The

TEC removal rate was determined based on this characteristic time at different Mfd concentrations (Figure S4B, right). We use

the TEC removal rate as an estimate of the Mfd recruitment rate to a TEC.

Stalling a Mfd-RNAP complex – Related to Figure S5

Using the unzipping staller assay (Table S1), we measured the maximum force a translocating Mfd or an Mfd with a non-elongating

RNAP can generate in a buffer condition identical to the tracking experiment of Mfd in Figure 1.

In the stalling experiment of Mfd on DNA, we first tethered a Y-structured DNA with a 2-kb DNA trunk between a coverslip and

a bead in a typical sample chamber (Table S4). We then introduced into the sample chamber 1 mM Mfd and 2 mM ATP in the tran-

scription buffer. The stalling experiment of Mfd translocating with a non-elongating RNAP uses a similar configuration except that the

2-kb DNA trunk contained a TEC stalled at +20 with the transcription direction toward the DNA fork (see ‘‘DNA templates and protein

preparations’’ and Table S4). The TECwas incubated with 6 mMMfd (without adding any nucleotides) for 8 minutes. We then washed

the sample chamber with 15 sample volumes of the transcription buffer with 2 mMATP but without anyMfd. This step should remove

free Mfd from the sample chamber and allow Mfd to disrupt the TEC and further translocate downstream with the non-elon-

gating RNAP.

In both experiments, the unzipping staller method (Table S1) was employed to measure the maximum force that Mfd or Mfd-RNAP

complex can generate. In the first step, we unzipped DNA tethers with a loading rate of 16 pN/s to detect bound proteins. When the

unzipping force increased above 20 pN, indicative of a bound protein, the unzipping staller mode was activated, holding the DNA

extension constant. When the motor moved toward the DNA fork, the DNA fork was rezipped and the unzipping force increased until

motor dissociation from DNA.

TheMfd-RNAP stalling experiment was also carried out with a dual-trap within a laminar flow cell and yielded in similar results (data

not shown).

Mfd-TEC mapping – Related to Figures 6, S7A, and S7B

Please refer to Table S1 for a general scheme of the DNA unzipping mapping experiment. Here, we tethered the two arms of a

Y-structured DNA between a coverslip and a bead in a typical sample chamber. The trunk of the Y-structured template was

1.1-kb DNA and contained a TEC stalled at +20 position (see ‘‘DNA templates and protein preparations’’ and Table S4). We then

flushed the sample chamber with a solution containing Mfd with and without ATPgS (see Main text and figure legends for

concentrations of Mfd and ATPgS). To map the protein-DNA interactions at high resolution (Hall et al., 2009), the loading rate was

set at 8 pN/s, which is lower than the typical rate (16 pN/s) used for quick mapping.

To determine the dissociation constant Kd of the wild-type Mfd as well as MfdR685A and MfdN817A for binding to TEC (Figure 5C),

measurements were made by unzipping from upstream of the TEC. Kd was calculated from the fraction of traces (pb) with detectable

Mfd binding signatures: Kd = ½Mfd�,ð1=pb � 1Þ. Concentration of Mfd was 0.02 mM and 6 mM for wtMfd, 0.5 mM and 15 mM for

MfdR685A, and 0.2 mM and 6 mM for MfdN817A, in the presence or in the absence of ATPgS, respectively. The means and the

SEMs of Kd were determined assuming a binomial distribution in the fraction of bound protein. Total number of traces: 274, 364,

and 648 for wtMfd, MfdR685A, and MfdN817A respectively in the absence of ATPgS; 222, 209, and 262 for wtMfd, MfdR685A, and

MfdN817A respectively in 2 mM ATPgS.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All the data were obtained from at least three independent replicates. Statistical details of individual experiments, including number of

traces and SD or SEM values, can be found in the manuscript text, Method Details sections, figure legends, and figures themselves.

Additional details of data analysis are described below.

Data acquisition and data conversion
Data were acquired at 10 kHz, and converted into force and DNA extension as previously described (Johnson et al., 2007). Elasticity

parameters for dsDNA and ssDNA, which are necessary for data conversion, were obtained from the force-extension curves of

dsDNA and ssDNA (Hall et al., 2009).

DNA alignment algorithm
To improve the precision and accuracy in the unzipping data, we performed a cross-correlation optimization to align each experi-

mental force versus number of base pairs unzipped curve with the corresponding theoretical curve using regions immediately pre-

ceding and following the protein disruption (Hall et al., 2009) using custom-software written in MATLAB.

Pause detection algorithm
To detect pauses in translocation of motor proteins, we employed a pause detection algorithm as previously described (Adelman

et al., 2002; Bai et al., 2007; Shundrovsky et al., 2004). Data was low-pass filtered using a 2nd-order Savitzky-Golay filter with a

time constant of 1 s. The instantaneous velocity was obtained by performing a linear fit to the number of base pairs unwound

over time. A pause is defined if the unzipping fork dwell-time is at least 0.2 s at a given base pair location. The pause-free velocity

was obtained by removing data points in the pausing regions from the translocation regions.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

For custom programs and scripts used in this study, please contact Dr. Michelle Wang (mwang@physics.cornell.edu).
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Figure S1. Translocation Distances and Times of Mfd on Its Own, Related to Figure 1

(A) Schematic outlining steps involved in sample chamber preparation for a surface based optical trapping assay.

(B) Experimental configuration of unzipping tracker when used to track Mfd translocation.

(C) All experiments were carried out under a constant unzipping force of 18 pN. Histograms of distance and time traveled at 2 mM ATP are shown for traces

presented in Figure 1B. Fitting parameters were deduced from amaximum likelihoodmethod (MLM) for an exponential distribution. Smooth curves are best fits to

exponential functions, with the fit parameters listed in Table S2.
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Figure S2. Mfd Releases from TEC, Related to Figure 2

(A) Related to Figure 2A – Experimental configuration. The experiment was carried it out with a dual optical trap that was combined with a multi-channel laminar

flow cell which partitioned different buffers using flow and allowed for fine control of the start of each experimental step. See STARMethods for more information.

(B) Related to Figure 2A –Control experiments tomap the locations ofMfd and TEC before transcription resumption.We carried out a control experiment with and

without preloading Mfd onto a TEC at + 20, prior to transcription resumption. Shown are two representative traces: TEC without and with a bound Mfd (also see

Figure 6). Mfd binding to the TEC resulted in a force rise upstream of the TEC.

(C) Related to Figures 2A and 2B –Control experiment to determine the speed of TECwithout Mfd. To determine the location of a TEC after at a given transcription

timeDt, we carried out a control experiment in amanner identical to that of Figure 2B, except without Mfd.We found that�90%of TECswere able to immediately

resume transcription. A small number of TECs moved with lower speeds, possibly due to intrinsic pausing sites on the DNA template or late escape from the +20.

For each time pointDt, the distribution of the elongating fraction was fit with a Gaussian function. Themean and the standard deviation of the Gaussian were used

to determine the speed and its uncertainty (green shaded areas). N = 166, 185, 167 for Dt = 0, 10 s, and 70 s chasing times, respectively.
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Figure S3. Mfd’s Release and Catch-Up Mechanism, Related to Figures 2 and 3

(A) Related to Figures 2B–2D – Control experiment to determine the translocation speed of Mfd associated with a non-elongating RNAP. Here TECs stalled at +20

were incubated with 6 mM Mfd for 8 minutes and were subsequently washed with 2 mM ATP to remove free Mfd and allow Mfd translocation. After a specified

time, 2 mM ATPgSwas introduced to stopMfd translocation and the DNA was unzipped to check for any bound proteins. The left panel shows example traces at

(legend continued on next page)



different incubation times. The right panel is a summary of the data. Error bars indicate SEMs (N = 116, 20, 17, 45, 25 traces for 0, 2, 5, 8, and 10 minutes of ATP

chasing, respectively). Data are linearly fit, yielding a speed of 2.8 ± 1.0 bp/s.

(B) Related to Figure 2C – An example trace consistent with no TEC but Mfd complexed with a non-elongating RNAP. In a fraction of traces, no bound protein was

detected at or near the transcribed region (around the 2nd stall position, green vertical dashed line). However, a force peak was detected�900 bp downstream of

the second stalled site only when Mfd was present with TEC. The location of this peak is consistent with translocation from the second stalled site at �2 bp/s in

8 minutes as would be expected for Mfd complexed with a non-elongating RNAP.

(C) Related to Figure 2D – A summary of different types of traces. Three types of traces were observed upon transcription resumption: TEC was located at the

expected positions (TEC), TEC was removed from the DNA (no TEC), and TEC was disrupted and Mfd translocated with a non-elongating RNAP (no TEC, Mfd/

RNAP). Error bars indicate SDswith the total number of traces indicated for each condition. ForDt = 0 s,�55%of TECswere disrupted (the combined fractions of

‘no TEC’ and ‘no TEC, Mfd/RNAP’ in the top left panel), providing a measure of the efficiency Mfd loading onto the initially stalled TEC in Figure 2B and the first

data point for (+) Mfd in Figure 2D. In addition, these data show the two types of no TEC traces were partitioned as a function of Dt (or d): no TEC traces (RNAP

dissociation) dominated as the transcript size increased.

(D) Related to Figure 3 – TEC backtracking at the ops site. Shown is a zoomed-in region of Figure 3E near the ops pause site without Mfd. The black dashed line

indicates the expected locationwithout backtracking (Inman et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2010). The green dashed line indicates the peak of the detected location, which

was shifted about 5 bp upstream, providing an estimate of the distance of backtracking at the ops site.
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Figure S4. Unzipping Staller Using a Dual Trap in a Four-Channel Flow Cell, Related to Figure 4

(A) A dual optical trap was combined with a multi-channel flow cell which partitioned the flow cell into four different channels containing different buffers using

laminar flows (see STARMethods for more details). For experiments with Mfd, the same experimental procedure was employed except that channel 4 contained

1 mM Mfd in addition to NTPs.

(B) Control experiment to determine Mfd’s recruitment rate a stalled TEC. Mfd at a given concentration and 2 mM ATP were introduced to a sample chamber

containing surface tethered DNA fork templates, each with a TEC stalled at +20 located on the trunk (STAR Methods). Each DNA tether was unzipped to

determine if its TEC was removed by Mfd. The fraction of TECs removed was plotted versus reaction time and fit to an exponential function to obtain the removal

rate. This TEC removal rate showed a linear relation as a function of Mfd concentration. This relation provides an estimate for theMfd recruitment time of Figure 5:

at 1 mM of Mfd, the recruitment time was around 50 s.
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Figure S5. Stalling Mfd or Mfd with a Non-transcribing RNAP, Related to Figure 5

We separately investigated howMfd or Mfd with a non-elongating RNAPmay work against a DNA fork to provide further evidence for transcription termination at

the end of traces in Figure 5. Using the unzipping staller assay, we measured the maximum force a translocating Mfd can generate in a condition identical to the

tracking experiment ofMfd in Figure 1. ForMfd translocating with a non-transcribing RNAP, we first incubated TEC stalled at +20with 6 mMMfd for 8minutes, and

then washed the sample chamber with a copious amount of 2 mM ATP to remove unbound Mfd and to allow Mfd to disrupt the TEC and further translocate

downstream with the non-transcribing RNAP (also see STAR Methods). The unzipping staller method (Table S1) was employed to measure the maximum force

that the Mfd-RNAP complex can generate.

(A) Example traces of Mfd and Mfd-RNAP translocation during stalling at a DNA fork. Mfd moved at a faster overall speed with little pausing but had limited

processivity and force generation capacity. Mfd with a non-elongating RNAP moved at a slower overall speed with frequent pausing/slipping but had a much

greater processivity and force generation capacity.

(B) Pause-free speeds of Mfd andMfd with a non-transcribing RNAP. The pause-free speeds, calculated using a pause-detecting algorithm (see STARMethods),

showed comparable values for Mfd alone andMfd with a non-transcribing RNAP. Thus whenMfd is associated with a RNAP, it pausesmuchmore often, resulting

in slower overall speed. Total number of traces used in the two histograms: 41 and 37 for Mfd alone and Mfd with non-elongating RNAP, respectively.

(C) Maximum force generated byMfd alone orMfdwith a non-transcribing RNAP. TheMfd-RNAP complex is capable of generating amuch greater stall force than

Mfd alone. In the context of TCR, such an enhanced motor capacity of Mfd ensures that transcription is terminated and RNAP is moved off the lesion site. In the

context of a transcription-replication collision, this enhancement allows Mfd to bring a TEC out of a backtracked state and subsequently terminate transcription

once the fork becomes insurmountable.
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Figure S6. Transcription in the Presence of Mfd, Related to Figure 5

(A) Mfd slightly reduces transient pauses of an elongating TEC. Pause durations and pause densities were calculated for the portions of the traces with force

below 18 pN, which is below the stall force of TEC alone, where TEC is fully active. Error bars are SEMs. The numbers of pause durations and distances between

adjacent pauses identified in the TEC alone experiment are 75 and 61, respectively. The numbers of pause durations and distances between adjacent pauses

identified in the TEC-Mfd experiment are 47 and 35, respectively.

(B) Mfd’s impact on transcription pausing and termination. TECs stalled at +20 via nucleotide depletion and were radioactively labeled by incorporation of [a-32P]-

GTP. The paused TECs were incubated with 1 mM (top) or 0.1 mM (bottom) Mfd for 5 min. Transcription was resumed in the presence of either 20 mMNTPs, 1 mM

dATP, and 1 mM Mfd (top) or 50 mM NTPs, 1 mM dATP, and 0.1 mM Mfd (bottom), and subsequently quenched after 30, 60, 120, and 240 s. Transcripts were

assayed on 8% denaturing PAGE gels.
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Figure S7. Structure Mapping of Mfd-TEC Complex, Related to Figure 6

(A) Representative unzipping traces of TEC at +20 position in the presence of wtMfd without any nucleotide (N = 22). Arrow indicates the direction of unzipping.

Cartoon on top with vertical dashed lines indicate overall structure of the complex with strong measured interactions.

(B) Same as (A) except 2 mM ATPgS was included in the unzipping buffer (N = 20).

(C) Biochemical characterizations of wtMfd, MfdR685A, and MfdN817A. Left panel: ATP hydrolysis rates were measured using an ATP/NADH-coupled ATPase

assay at 37�Cwith 40 nM wt or variant Mfd and 4 mM ATP. The results show that the two variants have ATPase activities comparable to wtMfd. Right panel: Mfd

binding to dsDNA in the presence of ATPgSwasmeasured using a fluorescence anisotropy assay.Mfdwas titrated into amixture of 10 nM terminally HEX-labeled

40-mer dsDNA (Table S3) and 2 mM ATPgS. MfdR685A and MfdN817A show greatly reduced affinity to DNA, compared with wtMfd. Titrations were performed in

triplicate and error bars are often smaller than symbols.

(D) Schematic of a possible model for Mfd translocation.
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Corrections
Universal Patterns of Selection
in Cancer and Somatic Tissues
Iñigo Martincorena,* Keiran M. Raine, Moritz Gerstung, Kevin J. Dawson, Kerstin Haase, Peter Van Loo, Helen Davies,
Michael R. Stratton, and Peter J. Campbell*
*Correspondence: im3@sanger.ac.uk (I.M.), pc8@sanger.ac.uk (P.J.C.)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2018.06.001

(Cell 171, 1029–1041.e1–e15; November 16, 2017)

It has come to our attention that in the Results and Discussion of the above article, we neglected to cite Davoli et al. (2013). This paper

identified several of the cancer driver geneswementioned in our paper and provided estimates of the number of genes under positive

selection in cancer. The text and references in the online version of our paper have been corrected accordingly. We apologize for the

omission and any inconvenience it may have caused to the scientific community.
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Davoli, T., Xu, A.W., Mengwasser, K.E., Sack, L.M., Yoon, J.C., Park, P.J., and Elledge, S.J. (2013). Cumulative haploinsufficiency and triplosensitivity drive aneu-

ploidy patterns and shape the cancer genome. Cell 155, 948–962.
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Mfd Dynamically Regulates Transcription
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Tung T. Le, Yi Yang, Chuang Tan, Margaret M. Suhanovsky, Robert M. Fulbright, Jr., James T. Inman, Ming Li,
Jaeyoon Lee, Sarah Perelman, Jeffrey W. Roberts, Alexandra M. Deaconescu, and Michelle D. Wang*
*Correspondence: mwang@physics.cornell.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2018.06.002

(Cell 172, 344–357.e1–e7; January 11, 2018)

Our paper reported a mechanism where E. coli transcription-coupled repair factor Mfd utilizes DNA translocation to dynamically

regulate transcription. We have identified three minor errors in the manuscript. The first error is located in the Results section, in

the paragraph entitled ‘‘Mfd Translocates on Its Own.’’ The sentence originally read: "If the translocase moves toward the fork,

dsDNA is unzipped, whereas if the translocase moves away from the fork, dsDNA is rezipped.’’ However, it should read: ‘‘If the trans-

locase moves away from the fork, dsDNA is unzipped, whereas if the translocase moves toward the fork, dsDNA is rezipped.’’ The

second text error is located in the legend of Figure 5A: ‘‘See also Figure S6.’’ should read "See also Figure S5.’’ Finally, an incorrect

grant number is listed in the Acknowledgements; grant number MCB-0820293 should be MCB-1517764. These errors have now

been corrected in the online version of the paper. We apologize for any inconvenience they may have caused to the readers.
ª 2018 Elsevier Inc.
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